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This research on robotics, involving the design, construction, and 
operation of a robot, was done by the author, with a grant funded by the 
Morehead State University Faculty Research Committee. and with additional 
support ~rovided by the Department of Industrial Education and Technology. 
Assistance was provided by the students in a special class, IET 399 Industrial 
Robotics and by students in various Industrial Education and Technology 
classes ,including machine tool technology, welding technology, electronics 
technology, and drafting and design technology. 
The purpose of this research was to determine if a robot type device 
could be produced using commercially available electrical and mechanical 
devices ,or if the status of industrial robotics is such that they depend on 
devices ! 




When numerical control, a process for controlling machines with a 
punched tape,. was introduced to American industry in the early mid sixties, 
it was not feasable to develop teaching devices or aids due to the un-
availability of technological devices. These devices were developed and 
only available by those companies manufacturing the numerical control 
machine tools. Therefore, it is significant to determine if a robot type 
device can be produced using commercially available devices. 
B. Procedure 
The, general procedure followed in this research project was to accom-
plish one step at a time the various activities listed below. This procedure; 
i 
discharg~d a twofold purpose; it served as a le·~rning process and it permitted 
the author to determine that these activities could be brought ·to an issue 
of success. 
1. Operate a stepping motor with a CIP Oh:lo Scientific Computer 
using Tiny BASIC programming 
2. Design and construct the mechanical arm and base for the research 
robot (see page ) 
3. Test the mechan:lcal operation of the mechanical arm 
4. Design and construct the electrical interfacing required between 




a machine language program to operate the arm of the research 
up and down only (see "Intelligent Robot Program Number 1 
l 
6. · Test the oparation of the program with light emitting diodes and 




'Test the complete system, robot--power supply--interfacing--
0program (That is operate the robot.) 
Repeat steps 5, 6, and 1 with a program written in Heath Pittman 
Tiny BASIC (see Robot Program Number 2) 
Repeat steps 5, 6, and 1 with a machine language program to operate 
all three stepping motors to provide action up and down, in and out, 
and clockwise and counterclockwise (see "Research Robot Program", 
Number 3, page ) 
10. Repeat step 9 with a Heath Pittman Tiny BASIC language program 
(see "Robotics Software for Three Axis Research Robot, page ) 
C. Definitions and Limitations 
The definition of a robot used in this research is the definition 
adopted by the Robot Ins.titute of America, November, 19'(9. 
"A Robot is a reprogrammable multifunctional manipulator designed to 
move material, parts, tools, or specalized devices, through variable 
programmed motions fo.r the performance of a veriety of tasks" 
I 
This research project is an investigation of the extent to which a 
robot type device can be designed, constructed, and operated within one 
school year (two semesters) in an instructional setting. 
D. Hypothesis 
Hypothesis: A facimile of an industrial robot can be developed having 
the following characteristics: 
1. Has .a threshold repeatability within plus cir minus 0.100 inch 
2. Has the ability to manipulate a weight of"at least three pounds 
3; Has a yaw and roll characteristic of at least plus or minus 30 degrees 
4. Has a machine path that is developed using a predetermined pattern 
to influence the.µdcroprocessor program 
5, Has the ability to repeat a pattern one hundred times. and still 
maintain positioning of the arm within 0.100 inches of the desired 
position 
3 
II. RESEARCH ROBOT--DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 
' A robot termed the Research Robot was constructed with the aid of 
students using primarily the equipment listed below: 
No. 
l Sola Power Supply 82-48-2301 48VDC 3A 
l Heath/Zenith ETW 3400 microcomputer 6800 MPU 
l Heath/Zenith EWA 3400 accessory I/O 
3 Slo-Syn stepping motor SSZ5-l001 ll.8VDC .44A/W 200 S/R 20 oz. in. 
12 Crydom relay 5430 input 5VDC, output 55VDC, 4A 
l Genera.l Electric 3-5l2lB recoi·der 
l Motorola 6820 peripheral int.orface adapters 
3 Dropping resistor 20 ohms 20 watts 
l zenith H 19 video terminal 
The first verson of the robot built used a direct drive on the stepping 
motor which provides the raise and lcwer motion. The robot jerked severely 
' 
with ea:ch step of the stepping motor. This problem was solved by the use of 
a reduction gear. 
Programs were written in Heath Pittman Tiny BASIC and proved to be 
extremely slow for all operations except "raise" and "lower". It may be 
possible to solve this problem by th.o use of a compiler but the Heath Company 
does not sell a compiler for their E~W 3400 micro-computer. By writing 
programs in machine language, the speed was improved, however, this proved 
to be very time consuming. The program entitled "Research Robot Program 
Number 3" required over one hundred hours to write and debug. It was written 
and then the output was fed via a 6820 peripherial interface adapter to 
light emitting di.odes. These lights were used al.ong with the microc.omputer 
alphanumeric read .outs to check each and every step in the pr.ogram. Errors 
in programming .or err.ors in thinking were c.orrected each time .one step more 
in the program pr.educed an improper result. This process is kn.own as single 
4 
I 
• I stepping through the program. 
It was found that the speed could be increased still f'urther by using 
I 
a higher supply voltage than the rated voltage on the motor and then using 
a dropping resistor in series with the power supply, The coils in the 
stepping motors are fed a square wave pulse to produce each step. In the 
motors used, two hundred steps produces one revolution. The time required 
for the motor coils to reach maximum current and therefore maximum strength 
is: 
L 
T = 5 T 
where T is the time in seconds, L is the inductance in Henries and R is the 
resistance in ohms. As can be seen by the formula, the larger the value of 
R the quicker we reach maximum current and the faster we can feed pluses to 
the I motors. 
I 
As can be seen in the section titled "Tests and Measurements", 
the addition of the dropping resistance increased the maximum speed by a '· 
factor of slightly more than four times. 
With the addition of the dropping resistors, the robot worked at a 
maximum. speed of slightly less than 250 steps per second. This is satisfactory 
for ·classroom use but is not n•:arly fast enough for an industrial robot. 
Most industrial robots use stepping rates considerably higher than 250 
steps per second, with rates anywhere form 300 to several thousand steps 
per second in use. Most large stepping motors will oscillate at speeds below 
250 steps per second and this mechanical ossellation is so severe that the 
, motor looses steps and its operation is noisey and very unsatisfactory. 
Speeds of several hundred steps per second were obtained.on another robot 
named the "Welding Robot" by using a SLO-SYN ST 101 translator rather than 
5 
I '. 
the slow acting Crydom relays to interface with the computer. 
The robotics. class !ET 399 moved on to the design and construction of 
two other robots, the "Welding Robot" and the "Assembler Robot" as the 
limitations of the "Research Robot" became apparent. 
II!. RESEARCH ROBOT TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS 
All tests and measurements were done using the Rese~rch Robot Program · 
Number 3. 
A. Maximum Number of Stepping Counts 
that can be Stored in MEMORY 
1. Test procedure 
The program· was entered into the ET 3400 microcomputer and the mechanfcal 
coupling on. the base rotation motor disassembled so the motor could run free. 
: The pro.gram. was then executed in the clockwise teach mode and allowed to run 
I 
full steps, until the maximum count in memory was reached casuing a branch 
in the program, which stops the motor. The contents of memory locations 0106 
and 0107 were then recorded and the maximum memory capacity was calculated. 
Each hexidecimal ·count at address 0107 represents 256
10 
total counts, since 
this register advances only after the register at 1016 counts to FF16 and 
returns to zero. 
2, Test results 
TABLE 1 















B. Maximum Speed of Stepping Morar when Using 
Crydom Solid State Relays 
1. Test procedure 
The robot was operated in the manual mode and the speed of the 
rotation stepping motor was reduced by decreasing the time between the 
motor input pluses. This was accomplished by reducing the hexidecimal 
number at address 017A. This number was reduced by 1 after each test run 
of the robot until the robot stalled. Then the number was increased by 1 
and the time required for the motor to make 100 revolutions was measured 
with a stop watch. Measurement with a stop watch was repeated five times 
and the aver.age value was used to determine the maximum speed. The maximum 
speed in steps per second is 200 divided by the time required for one revolu-
tion. The stepping motor has 200 steps per revolution. 
I 
2. Test results 
TABLE 2 
Maximum Motor Speed 
Run Seconds for Maximum Speed Hex Contents of 
No Ten Revolutions Steps per Second Address 017A 
1 8.o 04 
2 8.2 04 
3 8.o o4 
4 8.1 o4 
5 8.o 04 
Average 8.07 247 04 
Ste12s = Ste12s x Revolutions 
Second Revolution Second 
247 = 200 x 1 .808 
c. Maximum Weight Capacity 
1. Test procedure 
7 
A ~lock of wood was placed in the hand of the robot and the hand 
·circuit:was energized to close the hand. The robot was then programmed 
to raise the hand to midposition. The motor speed used was 247 steps 
per second, the maximum speed. This was repeated many times and with 
each repeat trial an additional one quarter ounce weight was added to the 
block of wood. It was found that when the weight was excessive the block 
would fall from the jaws of the robot. The block and the added weights 
were then weighed after first revoving the last one quarter ounce weight. 
This test was repeated ten times. 
TABLE 3 
Maximum Weight Capacity 












MAXIMU_M WEIGHT CAPACITY 4.25 Ounces 
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND GENERALIZATIONS 
This research project proved to be a great learning e'.xperience for the 
author and for the students involved. 
' It:was found that no one student knew enough about mechanics, electronics, 
and programming to proceed on his own. A team approach is required with 
frequent communication between groups. 
Time was not sufficient to provide for yaw and roll or to measure the 
repeatability on the research robot, however, the repeatability of the 
8 
weldingjrobot was measured and found to be better than 6.003 inches. 
ThJ Research Robot was not an exact copy of an industrial type robot 
however, it did imspire continuing research by the Industrial Robot class, 
various faculty members, and others. Specificly, a Welding Robot and an 
Assembly Robot are being designed and constructed. 
Detroit Reamer and Tool Company, Troy Michigan is interested in 
producing and marketing the Assembler Robot. 
The "off the shelf" components to build a robot are readily available 
from suppliers, however, combining these items to make a industrial type 
robot is extremely complex and time consuming. 
V. SUMMARY 
A robot named the Research Robot was designed and constructed by the 
author with help from Morehead State University students, and with support 
from the Morehead State University Faculty Research Committee and the Depart-
ment of Industrial Education and Technology. 
It was found that unlike the situation relative to numerical control 
machines, the necessary technological devices were readily available form 
suppliers. 
The computer programs needed to control the robot were written in Heath 
Pittman Tiny BASIC and in machine language. It was found that the Tiny 
BASIC is too slow to be practical and a compiler to convert it to machine 
language was unavailable. The machine language programs provided for the 
··higher speeds but were very time consuming to write and debug. 
Major components used for the Research Robot were the Heath/Zenith 
microcomputer 6800 MPU, Crydom optically isolated solid state relays and 
9 
I 
Slo-Syn 'stepping motors. 
I 
The maximum speed obtained, with the control circuit designed involving 
Crydom solid state optically isolated relays, was slow. 
The Research Robot is complete with a mechanical arm, a hand,-and 
microswitches used as a teach box. It can be operated in a manual, teach, 
or execute mode. It is a useful teaching device, but because of its slow 
speed, its lack of yaw and roll capability, its low weight capacity, it 
-cannot be considered an industrial robot. 
Tests and measurements of the Research Robot were made. The most 
significant result of these tests was related to the robots speed. The 
robots maximum speed of a few hundred motor steps per second as o~posed to 
the maximum speed of several hundred to several thousand motor ~teps per 
second for an industrial robot means the Research Robot is unsatisfactory 
as an industrial robot. 
Robotics research is continuing. A high speed Welding Robot has been 
designed and constructed. An Assembler Robot is under construction. 
Detroit Reamer and Tool Company of Troy Michigan are negotiating with 
the University to commercially produce the Assembler Robot. 
Photographs of the robot and the names of the students in the Industrial 
Robotics class are enclosed in this paper. 
VI. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
Research by industry in robotics is still relatively new and development 
of small assembly type robots are now progressing at a rapid pace. Higher 
technology robots are being developed that can see and feel. 
Research in small assembly robots using servo motors, stepping motors, 
10 
hydraulics, and pnematics with emphasis on gaining high speeds is needed 
"by_indu~trJ. 
Presently, industry is doing most of their own training in robotics. 
because'the colleges and universities have not met this need. 
Re~earch on curriculillllldevelopment in robotics training is called for. 
As discussed in this report, it is very diffic1 Lt to.find a student knowl~dg-
able in computers, mechanics, digital electronics, and able to apply the 
high level technology r~quired to design, construct, and operate a robot. 
Research is also needed in curriculuinn development rela~ed to robot 
applications engineering. When a·manufacture thinks of buying a robot, he 
wants the.robot supplier to furnish and install the complete system. This 
involves a study of interfacing the robot with various machines, and conveyors, 
costs of various possible
0
alternatives, sequencing of contacts, power require-
1 
,· 
ments, ~ypes of sensors, and a consideration of what type of microprocessors 
should be used, and of course what type of robot, if any, is suitable. 
11 
VII. APPENDIX 
A. Programs and Operating Instructions 
12 
INTELLIGENT ROBOT PROGRAM HUMBER 1 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 
The program which follows was written by Meade Roberts. It is designed 
to operate the Z (up/down) axis of a robot. The program is written in ma-
chine language for use with the Heath/Zenith model ET 3400 microcomputer 
which uses a motorola 6800 microprocessor. 
CUNNECTING THE COMPUTER TO THE ROBOT MOTOR: 
The microcomputer is connected to.a 6820 periferal interface adaptor 
(PIA). Connections are made as shown in figur" 10-55 pins 10 through 17 
are connected to data light emitting diodes iLEDS) to be used in testing 
the program. 
The PIA has six registers in which data can be stored and from which 
data can be read, The programming of the PIA to work in the desired man-
ner is called initialization. In the program which follows the initiali-
zation· causes pins 10 to 17 (Port B) to act as an 0 utput part and pins 2 
to 9 (Port A) to act as an input part. Output pert B is located at address 
8002 and input port A is located at address 8000. After initialization we 
can transfer data to the output pQrt with the command STAA·8002 •. Af~er 
·.this ccmmand whatever is in the accumulator A register will be fed to the 
LED's. After the program is tested the LED's may be disconnected and 
output pot:t B is connected so that isolated relays control the power to 
the stepping motor. Fin 13 co~trols power to the red wire; pin 12, red/ 
white wire, pin 11, greeR wire, pin 10, green/white wire. Slo-Syn brand 
stepping motors are used. 
Initialization is lost if the computer is reset, therefore, the motors 
are stopped by means of the signal placed at the 1' i:nput·:· port· A t~rroin;ils, Uchangir.;' 
this input signal is also used to restart the motors. 
STEPPING MOTORS 
A stepping motor rotates a small amount (called a step) for each in-
coming pulse. -A digital input to the motor in the correct sequence will 
accurately position the motor shaft to within as little as 0.36 degrees. 
This exact amount depends on the motor used. Each pulse should remain 50 
milliseconds or more before changing to the neKt pulse. 
The proper pulses to be fed to the cclored motor leads from the 6820 
PIA are as shown below, the black lead is ground. 
Pin 13 Pin 12 Pin 11 Pin 10 
Red Red/white Green Green/White Hex Value 
1 0 1 0 A 
1 0 0 0 8 
1 0 0 1 9 
0 0 0 1 1 
0 1 0 1 5 
0 1 b 0 4 
0 1 1 0 6 
0 0 1 0 2 
13 
I 
POWER I SUPPLY. 
Stepping motors require approximately 12 volts D.C. and usually less·" 
than il amps per motor. A series resistance is recommended for stepping 
doWn the supply voltage to the namplate vo.ltage. I . . . 
OPERATION 
·The program shown will cause the arm to raise to the height desired 
(the maximum number of half-steps is 2SS), the operation then stops the 
actiort. This is called the TEACH PHASE. · 
N~xt the operator starts the action· again, the arm lowers to its 
starting position, waits, then raises to the same ~eight as before and 
repeats this pattern indefinately. · 
This ability of the robot to respond to the action taken during the. 
TEACH
0
MODE is what makes it an intellegent robot. This feature also 
refer~ed to as reprogramability, makes it possible for an operator who 
. knows 'nothing about programming to effectively program a robot to do" the 
task at hand. 
STEP BY STEP PROCEDURE 
1. Load the program into the microcomputer 
2. Verify the program especially addresses 00, 08, and Bl. 
3. Set the Binary Data Switch to 0000 0001 
4. · Press "RESET" then "D·· ·ooOA". The D key is the Do key and OOOA is 
the starting address. 
s~ Let t~e Z axis Up/down motor run any number of half steps, up to a 
maximum of 2SS. Stop the up action by changing the Binal:y Data 
Switch to 0000 0000. This ends the TEACH MODE. 
6, Stal:t the arm.down by changing the Binary Data Switch to 0000 0001. 
7i The Z axis up-down motor will return to its starting point and 
' 
wait about 9 seconds before repeating this up-down action indefinately. 
Hex 
8. All energy is removed from the motor if RESET is-pushed. The motor 
will simply halt any time the Binary Data Switch is changed to 
0000 0000. This does effect the count and restarting the program 
will put the arm in the wrong position. This can be avoided by 
writing a more complex program. 
PROGRAM NUMBER 1 
Hex 
Address Contents Mnemonics Comments 
00 OA A-1 Data for control of stepping motor 
01 08 8-2 Stepping motor 
02 09 9-4 In the Up direction 
03 01 1-8 Half stepping sequence 
04 OS s-10 Also shown 
OS 04 4-20 Are the numbers 
06 06 6-40 used to 
07 02 2-80 test the program. 
08 00 00 No. of half steps completed during teach mode 
09 00 00 No. of half steps COl!lpleted durin3 ~HHcS~ft 
OA 86. LDAA# mo e up arm Load accumulator a immediate with zero 
OB 00 00 Initialize PIA as follows. 
oc B7 STAA Store .the number in accumulator A at l!lelllOry. 
location·. 
14 
.Hex 1 Hex 
































































































































































04 is now stored in PIA control register A 
and side A is now an input· port. 
Side B now output port 
Test address OOOB and 
if it contains a number other than zero 
move to address 
73 and lower the arm to its starting position. 
Load index register 
with 
zero. 
Load accumulatc>r A with the first number 
in the "up" half step sequence. 
output this number 
at the 
output port. 
Jun:r to time delay subroutine 
at address 
BC. 






if binary data switch equals 
to address SD. 
Test contents of address Bl. 
contains a zero (indicating 
teach mode) 
Branch to address 49 
zero branch 
And if :1.t 
we are in the 
otherwise increment the number at address 





Since we must be in execute mode here, compare the 

































































































































































and if the "up" 
Count.is incomplete 
Branch to address 4C 
To raise the arm one more half step. 
if count complete branch to address 0064 
To wait before starting down 
Number of half steps taken by motor Z goinq up 
to be stored 
at address 08. 
Compare the contents of 
the index register 
with 00. 
if index register does not contain 08 branch 
back to address 26 and continue sequence 
otherwise branch back to 23 to start 
proper "up" stepping sequence over again. 
same number as that at 08-to be decreased to zero 
as arm is lowered 




if it is zero test it again, 
that is wait. 







Store the number of up 
counts 
·also .11t 
address 54. (Decrement as arm lowers). 












































































































Decrement the number o:f down-counts 
remaining as shown at 
address S4. 
If input port contains zero 
branch to address SD. 
Teet contents of address S4 (number of 
down counts 
remaining. 
Branch if reverse complete 
to address 94. 
otherwise compare the contents 
of the index register 
with the number SD. 
If index register does not contain SD 
Branch back to address 7S and continue sequence 
otherwise branch back to 72 to start proper 
down sequencing over again. 
Store CC at location Bl to indicate 





storing FF at 
address 09. 
long delay (9 seconds) 
the number here is the number of 
seconds of delay 
17 
Hex I Hex 

















































































































Reserved for "CC" to indicate that arm 
lowering is now complete and all steps 
.are now part of the execute mode. 
·-........ 
Time delay between·each motor step 
FF is l.S sec. 33 is 0.3 sec. 11 
Return to 2E 
Program ends here 
18 
is O.l sec. 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
ROBOT PROGRAM H2 
(one a.xis-tiny basic) 
Page 1 
Thelfollowing p;ogram vas written by Greg Wilder. It is designed to 
operate qne axis (Z-up/down) of a robot. 'f'his program vas written using 
Heath Tiriy Basic on the Heath/Zenith ET3400 microcomputer, which is con-
nected td a zenith video terminal. 
i 
I. ·GENERAL 
The I microcomputer is connec.t~d to• a 6820 PIA. This PIA has two parallel 
port. Port A is configured to act as an input port, and Port B is an . 
output piirt. 
Tbelprogram has the capability to run the stepping motors in either 
the Full, step or Halt step mode, Also you can select clockwise or counter-
clockwise operation, and the rate of speed of the motors. 
Switches are·connected to port A to select either a Learn Mode or 
an execute mode, While in the Learn Mode, the motor will run until a svitch 
is pressed activating a stop. Then when the execute mode is selected the 
motor vill repeat the exact pattern it experienced in the Learn Mode. 
II. SPECIFIC 
' 
Ti~ Basic bas a limited set of Basic commands. It is an integer Basic• 
and you cannot use arrays. 
I 
Below are the commands of Tiny Basic: 
I 
LET LOJU> :" INPUT REM 
RUN SAVE PRINT IF(THEN) 
END GOTO GO SUB RETURN 
BYE LIST CLEAR RND 
USR 
' ... 
The program outputs the stepping sequence for the-motors .. using Port.B. 
Most Basics have two commands, Peek and Poke to get .. information in» and O'\it 
of a computer., Poke will output a number and Peek Will·"input' a number ... 
The format for POKE is 100 PO~ M, D where Mis the·men10?-)r'locii.tlon"where 
the data: goes (in this case the address of the PIA)·and ·I) is the data (stepping 
sequence") • The format for Peek is lOOX=PEEK (M) , whefe M is the memory 
location; (address of PIA) and X will contain the input information, 
On Tiny Basic there is no Peek and Poke commands, however, you can 
call the.' Peek & Poke functions by implementing the USR·.commani1. : 'A USR 
command palls a machine language routine while in Basic. To execute a 
Poke in Heath Tiny Basic: 100 N = USR (7192, L, J). Where Lis the 
'locatio~ you want to poke the data J into. For Peek the line looks like: 
100 N = psR (7188, L). Where .i:. is the memory· location you want to input from 
and N wi:J.l contain the input data. 
So ~o run the motors, you vill poke data to Port B, and for inputs you 




III. E:N'l'ERING TINY BASIC 
STEPS 
' 
(1) Turn on ET 3400 and Zenith Video Terminal 
( 2) Press "Reset 11 on microcomputer 
( 3) Now :type "D 1400". D is the Do Key 
(4) On video terminal type '"GlCOO" and return key 





4 IFC { l.OGOT02 
5 PR"ENTER THE DELAY (0-15)"; 
6 INPUTZ 
7 PR 


















HALF STEP= NEG • #" ; 
51 PR"ENTER POSITIVE.NUMBER FOR CLOCKWISE, NEG. FOR CCW"; 
52 INPUTD 
60 IFD{OGQT0500 
·so PR , 
. ·' 
81 PR"MOToR NOW MOVING CLOCKWISE" 
82 PR 1 , 













145 GOSUB 1000 
210 C=C+l 
220 IFC.·0. 7GOT0110 
230 GOT05· , 
250 X=USR(7192,L,O) 
260 END 
500 REM***** C CLOCKWISE ***** 
501 PR , 

























630 GOT05 . 
Boo REM** EXTERNAL STOP HAS BEEN PRESSED********•• 
810 PR 
·811 PR"HIT RESET SWITCH (#2) TO RESET.MOTOR TO ZERO" 
820 E=USR(7188,32768) 
825 IFE=2THENGOT0850 
827 GOTOS20 • · 
























667 IFQ< UTHENGOT09l0 
890 X=USR(7192,L,6) 
895 Q=Q+i 
697 IFQ ~ UTHENGOT09l0 
900 GOT086o 
910 REM**** MOTOR RESET ASK FOR COMPUTER REPEAT****** 
912 PR I 
915 PR"MOTOR NOW RESET, HIT SWITCH #3 TO RUN THROUGH SEQUENCE" 
920 E=USR(7l86,32766) 
· 925 IFE=4THEN GOT0940 
927 GOT0920 
940 REM ~*** RERUN MOTOR******** 






















2000 REM########## HALF STEP#################### 
2005 L=32770 
2100,PR i 
2110 PR : 
2120 PR"ENTER NEG. # FOR CCW POS. # FOR CW"; 
2130 INPiJTD 
2140 PR ~ 
2150 IFD~OGOT02500 
2200 REM###### CLOGIGIISE######################## 
.2201 PR i 
2202 PR"MOTOR MOVING HALF STEP CLOCKWISE" 

























2500 R'FJIJ#.#### CCW HALF STEP ################## 
2501 PR i 
2502 PR"MOTOR MOVING HALF STEP COUNTERCLOCKWISE" 
2503 PR i 
2505 L=32770 





















6000 REM~*** MOTOR RUN THRU SEQUENCE****** 
6010 PR i 
6011 PR ! 
6020 PR"MOTOR NOW HAS BEEN RUN THRU SEQUENCE." 
6050 PR ; 
-6055 PR"WANT TO RESET AND RESEQUENCE (YES=l)"; 
6060 INPUTR . 





RESEARCH ROBOT PROGRAM NlJMBER.3 
Machine Language Program for Three Motors end a Hand 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 
The program which follows was written by Meade Roberts to operate three 
stepping motors on a robot. The program is written in machine language for use with 
the Heath/Zenith model ET 3400 microcomputer trainer which uses a motorola 6800 
microprocessor. The teach mode can be done with the trainer; the exicute mode 
requires the addition of the Heath/Zenith EWA 3400 microcomputer accessory to 
increase the number of memory locations from approximately l/2K to 4 l/2K. 
Addresses 0000 to OOC4 
OOC5 to OOFF are reserved. 
address OOFA. 
end 0100 to llFF are avai}~ble to the user. Addresses 
For eXBl!!Ple the software interrupt routine starts at 
ADVANTAGES .OVER PROGRAM NUMBER 1: 
This program can: 
a) be stopped end then restarted at any time during the teach or execute mode 
b) control three stepping motors 
c) run at four different speeds 
d) reset all counts to zero each time the program is asked to learn a new task 
e) halt if' th" number of' half steps taken exceeds 65,025 
:f') open and c:Lose the hand by manual or automatic means 
g) wait :f'or a proper input if' the binary data switch is improperly set 
Also we can: 
h) place the hand at any point in the working envelope by use of' the binary 
data input switches in any order 
j) teach the robot to grip end wait;lower, rotate; extend; release end wait; 
return to ··~he starting point selected in 11h11 above and then repeat the 
entire proeess 
SPECIAL FEATURES: 
The teach mode will cause the robot arm to lower, rotate, extend. Manual 
operations cause the reverse raise 1 rotate, retract. Since these manual operations 
all have only one fast speed, fine adjustments of the starting position must be 
done in the teach 1oode. When the exact starting position is obtained, the program 
is ready to start in the teach mode at address 0000. 
All empty memory locations show 3E, the stop instruction. 
The eight step sequence starting at OOBD always starts at this address and 
always stops, if' a stop is requested, after the sequence gets to address ooc4. 
Beeause of'. this, th" number of counts stored is always a multiple of' 8'·. 
Test numbers 8421 8421 end 1248 1248 and 8,8,8,8 are used at addresses OOBD, 
0111 ·r, and OlAF, 01B7, OlOCO, OlDO to operate lights rather then motors. This is 
usc<-.:ul when testing the program at slow speeds. 
. In the execut•' mode the hand always closes after returning to the start 
posJ·~ion and it al11eys opens just ·after it extends ~out). 
CODES USED: 
If' the binary data switch is set as shown, the robot will operate as indic~t~d: 
2ll 
Since only one 8 bit output part is used (PIA 6820), a demultiplexer is used 
to decode the upper four bits of output and thus select the proper motor (or the 
, ·hand). The circuit is wired in such a way that the output shown will select tlie · 
devices indicated: 
PIA Output Device Selected 
0 0000 xxxx 
1 0001 xxxx 
2 0010 xxxx 
3 0011 xxxx 
40 0100 0000 
41 0100 0001 
MOTOR SPEEDS: 






Motor speeds are determined by the number the program loads into addresses 0051. 
0052, and 0053. The program is written so that 0051 always contains 30 and the con-
tents of 0052 and 0053 are as shown in the chart: 
ACTION APPROX. HEX CONTENTS OF 
DELAY 0052 0053 
Hand-close 1 sec. 10 00 
lower -teach 1 sec. 10 00 
Clockwise-teach 0,1 sec. 00 90 
Out-teach 20 me. 00 20 
Hand-open 1 sec. 10 00 
All manual 4 ms 00 o4 
All execute 4 ms 00 04 
STEP BY STEP PROCEDURE 
· 1. Turn off power supply to motors and turn it on only after you are ready for 
step 5. If you forget-f"use on power supply will burn out. 
I 2. Load the program into the microcomputer and verify. 
3.- Set the Binary Data Switch to 0001 0000 (binary 16) (bit 4 up) 
4. Press RESET then D 0000 to start the program • 
. • 1_: •• • . .. . · .. 
~··. -·· ··.• . -· ' ·, . .... . ~ .. -,. ... ·-~).l.. : .. ; ··.·:; . . .. ~. ·: .. 
:.~· ·:· -.._t•; ... ~. ·::·. ~;. .. ~· ::'. ;· ~ 
:-.: · ·. ·•r·(.; ~- "o:'. :-~~·-."!2~~·:., ~::·:.::::~ 
-~·:; 
If the optically isolatea. re;la;ys .Light up, turn the swj "';ch on· the computer trainer 
from on to standby and back on again. The optically isolated relays must sta;y 










i A. Tw;;n the DC power supply on. B. Raise Binary Data switch 1-lower 
switch 4-arm lowers. - raise switch 4-arm stops, C. raise switch·. 
1 andl2 lower switch 4-arm rotates clockwise-raise switch 4 arm stops 
D, lower switch 1, raise switches 0 and 2, lower switch 4-arm goes out-
raise !switch 7 arm stops and counts are erased, This is the only time 
to use switch 7, 
We ar~ now ready to start the teach mode." Lower switch O, 2, raise 
switch 1, lower switch 7, arm lowers-raise switch 4 arm stops. Repeat 
steps :5C, and 5D but use switch 5 instead of 7. 
To ,;execute" raise Binary Data Switch 0. 
Reverse motor operations may be used only during step 5, No counts are 
stored during reverse motor operations. 
The hil.nd operates automatically; closing just before the arm starts 
to lower; opening just at'ter the arm goes out. 
Turn the motor power supply off, before turning the computer to stand-
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I B6 UJAAJI 
i 00 00 
! BT STM 
: Bo ~o 
00 00 
B6 UJAA# 














































' .. • , . 
CMlENTS 
Ste.rt initialization of PIA. 
see 'Figure l0-55 •.. · 
A side is input port. ; ... ' . ' . 
1_,1.:.' 
' '~'ii, · . .,, ' 
' , .. ·, 
' - 'I '. 
' 
'' 
Complete.initialization-B side output port. 




Branch to OOlB 
~l counts now zero. 
Go to address ·OOFA and wait. 
Choose first step in stepping sequence. 
Load accumulator a with 
the number in the Binary Data_ Switch. 
- Decrement accumulator A. 
Branch if Binary Data Switch input 
is 0000 0001 to address OlDO via 0069 to "ex_ecute" 
one motor at a time. 
Branch, if original input was 0000 0010, to 
address 005B to "lower" teach mode 
If original input was 0000 OOll go to 
address Ol6D via 004A, OOAE, and Ol2T 
to "raise" manual mode ~· 
A? input 0000 0100 go to 0142 •· 
via 0083 to "in" manual. 












































































































VIA 0087 to "out" teach. 
If input 0000 0101 go to . . 
0096 to "clockwise". teach. 
If input 0000 0111 go t~ 0142 
VIA 0083 to "countercl:ockwise" manual 
If input 0000 1000 go to 
004C to "close hand" manual • 
If input 0000 iOOl go to 
0043 to "open hand" manual 
otherwise 
Go to OOlF and wait. 
Start to open hand 
Hand now open. 
Branch back to 001.F and wait. 
see 002E.. . . · 
Branch forward to 0170 VIA OOAE, 
See 003D and 0129, 
Time delay starts here. 
,L 
Deci seconds of delay if eP.dresses 52-3 contain~lOOO • ., ...... ~ 
"0200._changes Cleer·~econds to .. centiseconda approx. 
·0036.changes derii seconds to milliseconds approx. . . . ,. 
.: J 
Br~ch to .0054. 
Branch to:. 0051. 
~ime delay· ends 
Return to 007B or_t9 0178. 
Lowez:-teach mode starts here, 
S~t fower motor sp"eed. 






~: ... :-.,.; j 
T" • 
~·, "( ''; . '. ~·,:··~ .. ... ._:. -: 
. ->' . ' 
\~.·; ~: .. 006A 01 01 
006B 
. I 
DO •'t .• • • • DOI •/"~ . . oo6c 3E l ~ t •••• 3E . : ... 
I'·' , o06D A6, LDAA,X Start motor. r. •, ' 
l . .• '!··1 006E BD· BD " . 
:. /~.~··")···· .. .... . . ') 006F 8B 1 ADDA// <;lhooe.e prop~r motor o~ hand by adding .... ;. 
' '. '.: t•.i. ''H 
0070 
' ! ' 10, 20, 30 (pee addreesee 0067, 0091, and 009~). 
'':, -- . ,··:i. 
0071 B7 STAA Output eignal on output port; : ... :~ . .. .. 
'" 
·0072 80 80 
·0073 02' 02 
0074 08 INX. . ' 
0075 01! NOP 
·'. ' qo76 DF. STX Store stepping count at addresses OOBO and OOBl. 
'·' 0077 BO BO 
\. 
0078 BD JSR J:ump to time del~ sub-rOlltine·at O(l11F., , ... 
0079 00 00 
007A 4F 4F ... 
007B 7D TST Test contente of e.ddreee 8000 (~inary Input Switch) 
007C 80 80 If it containe a poeitive number 
007D 00 00 Branch forward to OOA5 to wait 
007E 2A BPL 
007F 25 25. otherwise :.. 
0080 7E JMP Jump to 0014 to change all counte to zero 
. 0081 00 00 .and wait for bit 1 to.be eet down 
0082 l~ 14 
0083 ~ JMP Jump. to 0142 to "in" or "counterclockwise manual 
0084 01 01 
6085 42 42 
0086 3E 3E 
0087 7F CLR Te~h ·"out" starts here. 
0088 00 00 
0089 52 52 
008A 86 LDAAll Set "out" motor speed. 
008B 20 20 
008C 91 STAA 
008D 53 53 
OOflE 7E JMP Jump to OlAF 
008F 01 01 
0090 AF AF 
0091 3E 3E 
0092 86 LDAA# Select in/out motor. 
0093 20 20 
0094 ~.() BRA Branch to 0064 to STAA and Start motor. 
. 0095 CE CE 
I 
0096 7E JMP Teach clockviee starts here. 
0097 01 01 
0098 B7 B7 
I -0099 01 NOP 009A 7F CLR 
009B 00 00 
009c 52 52 
009D 86 LDAAll 
009E 90 90 





' ., . 
l ' : 
"' OQAO 53 .. :·-
,. '. OOAl 86 
, o6A2 30 























































































Select rotation motor. 
... 
" 
. !)tan~h to 0064 to STAA 4na. litaz:t motorj 
Deter:mine p~oper address to store count. 
Branch forward to OllB to record raise count, 
Branch.fonrard to 0136 via 0116,' 
·see also 002E and .oo4A. 
Branch forward to .0170 via 0127 
Forward stepPing count ( O to B) 
Reverse stepping count (0 to 8) 
Load stepping count into index register. 
Compare the contents of the 
index register with 
oooB end 
if B steps· are not completed 
Branch back to address 006D and 
'continue to step motor otherwise jump 
back to .OOlF to start proper raise 
stepping sequence again. 
Stel'Ping motor half step sequence 
also shown are the numbers used to 
test the program. 
Hex numbers used are 
for full steps 
33 
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I 00D7 
I OOD8 
I OOD9 I OODA 
.' · OODB 




























































If the B~nary Data Switch is 
Set to 1000 0000 
or higher-wait, 
But if bit 7 is not a "one" 
'Return to the -Pr,<?gram, 
Just foJ.lowing the SWI instruction. 
·.AQditional steps completed during teach lower. 
Steps completed durin@; teach l:o'itert 255. · 
Additional steps completed during execute "lcrwer". 
Steps completed during execute lower + 255. . . 
"CC'· indicates· l'eturn to start complete, now in execute mOae. 
Additional steps completed duriifg· teach -clockwise. 
Steps completed during teach clockwise .;. 255. 
Additional steps completed during execute clockwise, 
Steps completed during execute clockwise .;. 255. 
·Additional steps completed during teach out. 
Steps completed during teach out· + 255. 
Additional steps completed during execute out. 
34 
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\fl]~,,;· ::r .,_ : " . : I Q113 3E ' 3E 
•'.VI·""' . I 0114 3E.' 3E 
~p .. ,r·:~." " ·,' . 
1:~.~ ~1• ~~~".~; -'. ' 0115 . 3E, ·3E 
.-«:: ,, .... · ou6 20 ·BRA ... \ ~ ; . . 
•{· 1:, . OUT lE: lE 
... _ _,. . . 0118 3E ·,· 3E 




0119 3E, 3E 
OllA 3E I 3E 
OllB TC INC 
OllC 01 01 
OUD 01 01' 
OllE 26 BNE 
OUF 92 92 
0120 TC INC 
0121 01 01 
0122 02 02 
0123 26 BNE 
· 0124 8D . 8D 
·0125 20 ~ 
0126 oc oc 
0127 20 BRA 
0128 44 44 
0129 86 : WAA# 
012A 41 I 41 
I 
012B B7 ' STAA 
· 012C 80 80 
012D 02 02 
012E TE JMP 
Ol2F 00 00 
0130 lF lF 
0131' 3E 3E 
0132 3E 3E 
0133 3E WAI 
0134 01 NOP 
0135 01 NOP-
0136 81 CMPA# 
013T 20 20. 
0138 2T BEQ 
0139 16 16 : 
013A 81 CMPA#·· 
013B 30 30 
-013C 27 BEQ · 
013D 22 22 
013E 3E: 3E 
. Ol3F 3E1 3E 
0140 3E 3E 
0141 3E 3E 
0142 B6 LDAA' 
Steps completed during execute out· T 255. 
See 0154 
Branch back to OOB2. 
See OOAC 
Branch forward to 0136 • 
St.ore the lower 
Count at 
0101 end if' 
The register is not full 
Branch back to· OOB2 to continue stepping 




Branch back to OOB2 to continue stepping 
But if' count is 65,025 branch 
To 0133 and stop. 
See 002Er .. :·". ~- .. 
Branch forward to Ol6D. 
Start to close band 
Finish closing band and go back to OOlF 
and wait. 
· Halt - aount is· excessive .. 
.-
Detel'llliile proper. count aa,d;ess .(co~:t'inued). 
Branch forward to 0150 to reco:r:d. out,count', 
Branch forward to 0160 to-record clockwise count. 
"in" and "counterclockwise'' manual starts here 
35 
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0161 Ol , 











· Ol6D 86 
Ol6E 10 
Ol6F B7 
Ol 70 Ol. 
0171 Bo 
0172 01' 
0173 CE , 
0174 o+ I 




























































If Binary Data Switch is set to 0000 0100 (in) 
·Branch fo~d to select .~in" motor at ·Ol!IA:.,. 
othtirwis~ seiect · rotation'inotor. · r • • - , ·, ·:· 
. ,,. 
Branch forward to 0173 to start motor 
Store "out" count - sequence similar to 
OllB to 0126. 
Branch back to OOB2 "tj.a Olll. 
Branch back.to OOB2 via Olll. 
Branch back to 0133 to 11top. 
Store clockwise count-sequence similar to 
OlJ.il to 0126 . 
Branch back to OOB2 via Olll. 
Branch back to OOB2 via 0111. 
Branch back to OOB2 via 0133. 
': 
Manual raise starts here 
Select motor 
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017A o4' .. 04 · · 
Ol'TB 97 STAA 
017C 53 53 
Fastest 'manual ·speed 
. '·.~ 
. ~ ·: . 
., .. 
017D A6 LDAA,X Reverse motor one step 
Ol7E 00 00 . 
"· . Ol 7F 8B I ADD# 
0180 --
i 
0181' BT 1 
0182 80 I 





0168 BD I 
0169 00: 





























01A7 . 06 
01A8 · o~ 
'01A9 09 
OlAA O~ 




















































Choose proper motor by hand by 11.ddirig 
10, 20 or ·30 (see Oo6D). 
Olitput signa1 on output "port 
Store stepping count at OOBO lind OODl 
Jump to time delsy' sub-routine at 004F 
. 
Load stepping count inter index register 
If 6 steps not completed 
Branch back to '017D for one more 'step 
otherwise .go back to ool.F and 
Look for "Wait signal before 
Starting stepping sequence again. 
Select "in" motor 




Also shown are outputs to run testing lamps 
and half step sequence 
He~ numbers used are 
for full steps 
Remove chip enable from 
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02 . 02 
TE JMP 
00 "00. 
92 I 92 
c6 I LDAllll 
06 6--8 






3E j 3E. 
C6 I LDAllN 
c6· i 6-8 
















Clockwise motor without advancing 
.The clockwise motor 
Remove chip enable tram up motor 
without &dvancing the up motor 
Remove chip enable from 
Out motor without advancing out motor 
Return to 006D to stw:~ motor 
Execute mode starts here 
R.emove chip enable from out motor 
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'free to. handle ntore important Jobs. 
The PIA haE: two 8 bi1; "J,/O parts which can each be specified as ei:t;her 
an· input or an output part. I used port A as an input port. 'Thii;i P.ort'"was, 
·connected to. microswitchcs which act as a small Teach Box. · P.ort B was. an·. 
ou;tput port which sends data out. to control to motors. 
The PIA must be ini_tialized 'to act as you want. Each Port must be 
specifi1ed as either input or output. Below is the procedure, in.Tiny BASIC;, 
to make Port A'input and Port B output. 
x = USR (7192,32771,0) 
x = US.R (7192,32770,255) Make Port B Output· 
x = USR (7192,32771,4) Regain_ Access to Port B Output Reg.,. 
• 
x = USR (7192,32769,0) 
x - USR (7192,32768,0) Make Port A Input 
x = USR (7192,32769,4) Regain Access to Port A Input Reg. 
In ·Heath. Tiny BASIC, the 11USR" statement is used to input and, output 
' data through the P_IA. Below· are two statements, one to output and one . to 
input data. 
X = USR_ (1192.32770,10) 
x = USR ( 7188. 32768') 
Output to value 10 to Port B 
'1X" contains the value of Port A 
39 ' 
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b., Relay Driver Board 
. . 
· Si~ce the PIA does not have enough current to supply the motors, an 
interface/drive board must be used 
' 
The eight data lines from Port B of the 6820 PIA are used to control 
: . 
which motor operates. The upper four bits (See fig. 1) are connected·to a 
74154 demultiplexer. This demultiplexer then selects which motor will 
receive.the data to make it step, 
The lower four bits are the actual data Hoes. These are connected to 
four 7475 latches. When one of the 7475 latches is selected by the 75154, 
then it passes the data through, 
The outputs of the latches are connected to relays which drive the 
motors. The relays may be ei ttier mechanical or solid state type, 
c, Program Descript~on 
The program was written in Heath Tiny BASIC. BASIC is very slow for· 
operating stepping motors and machine language subroutines should be used 
to do the actual stepping of the motors. 
Lines 30-75 initialize the PIA to get data in and out of the computer. 
Lines -80-93 store the full step sequence for the motors. The next section, 
lines 100-400 print the various options for controlling the robot· in either 
the Teach or Execute moqe. 
When the \)'J?propri~te option is selected, ".the program starts moving the 
· motor. Eash step is stored. Port A is· conatantly checked to see if a Stop 
command has bee1 entered on the microswitch and to the selected motor stops. 
The number of B"teps the motor took is stored in memory. The program then 
i 
return~ to the menu for the.next operation. 
If the optlon for execute is entered, the program goes to lines 1000-. 
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1400. ' )!ere the previousl:r stored counts are recalled. The appropriate 
motor is then moved the proper number of steps. 
d. Step by Step Procedure 
Th'e Heath 6800 microcomputer must be connected with the Heath EWA 
memory ·I/O acce,.sory by the gray ribbon cable. The RS232 connector on the 
Zenith video te1·minal must be connected with the jack on the rear of t.he 
I/Ill accessory. 
1. Turn on all equipment. 
2. Type "I>o 1400" on 6800 microcomputer. 
3. Type 11 GlCOO" on video terminal; hit "RETURN". 
4. Put th8 tape (3 Axis Teach Program 5-116) in the recorder. 
5. Rewind tape, place recorder in Play Mode. 
6. Type "LOAD" on video terminal and hit the "RETURN" key. 
7. Progrrun is loaded when the computer prints a colon on video screen. 
8.: When program is loaded, type "RUN" and hit the "RETURN" key. 
9 . Progrrun should now display list of options. 
10. Select one of the teach options. 
11. Let th" axis move to the desired postion. 
12. When A:'is is at Position, move switch #0 on the microswitch up 
(on Heath Microcomputer). 
13. Now yoll return t :i the menu and can repeat with new axis. 
14. If uou select #1, Execute, the Robot will perform the various 
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APPENDIX 
B. ,Conference Proceedings 
Preface 
Industrial Robots Conference 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, Kentucky 
June 14, 15, and 16, 1982 
The department of Industrial Education and Technology at Morehead 
State University, Morehead, KY., sponsored a two and one half-day conference 
on Industrial Robotics. The sessions were designed to acquaint managers, 
engineers, technicians, and educators with· Industrial Robotics. Emphasis 
was placed on applications, industrial relations, and the technology involved 
in Robotic controls and movements. Three "-Ctual Robot"s were displayed by 
Vendors. 
Objectives of the conference were us follows: · 
, 
1. An understanding of robots and th<:ir place in manufacturing. 
2. · Ability to discriminate between hard automtttion, low t<:chnology, and 
high technology robots. 
3. Hands-on experience with robot r,ru;~ranur:ing, tea.cl. and execute modes. 
4. Basis of _developing a curriculwu J'0r robotics. 
• 
5. Review of current resource 1naterjals OH robotics. 
The conference presenters r<~presented robot manufacturers, application 
engineers, and managers using Industrial Robots. Presentations also included 
curriculum development and implementation. The following presents a very 
brief synopsis of each individual presentation given at the conference. 
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I 
Industrial Ra bats· Canference 
i 
I 
Marehead State University 
Marehead, Kentucky 
June 14, 15, and 18, 1882 
: · The D~ent of Industrial Education and Technology at Morehead State University, Morehead, Ky., is sponsoring a two 
and one "-lf,day eonference on Industrial robotics. sessions are designed to acquaint managers, engineers, technicians, and 




Industrial Robots . 
11 Past..:_Present-~ure'' 
,Robots and Industrial Relations 
·"Impact on labor and Management" , . I 
' l . ' 
; Robot AppHcatlor\s 
;"Pick and Place, Transfer, Continuous Path" 
i . I 
i 
; Hlcro-Processon. and Robots 
; "Interfacing and Provammlng" 
Academia and Robots 
"Teaching AboUt Robots" 
Economics of Robots 
· "How tci Cost justify Robots" 
. I 
Conference Objectives 
An understanding of robots and their place in manufacturing 
Ability to discriminate between hard automation, low technology, and high 
technology robots 
Hands-on experience with robot programming, teach and execute modes 
Basis of developing a curriculum for robotics 
Review of current resource materials in robotics 
Conference presknters will represent robot manufacturers, application engineers, and managers using industrial robots. 
'Presentations w111:a1so include curriculum development and implementation. Morehead State University has integrated robotics 
Into drafting, eleetricity-electronlcs, machine tool, time and motion, and welding. Unit classes in robotics are being taught. 
Fees , Credit 
I A minimal fee of SS will be charged for 
J refreshments at ~e conference. 
I hr. undergraduate credit is available at $25 for In-state and $35 
for out-of-state residents. 
: 
. I 
For further Information contact: 
I I 
I 
Dr. Robert E. Newton, Head 
Department of Industrial 
Education and Technology 
Morehead State University 
UPO Box 774 
Morehead, KY 4035 I 
Phone: 606-783-5269 
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Troy, MI 48084 
Robotics may be the Second Industrial Revolution with Japan leading the 
w13¥. If America hopes to compete in this International market, the use of 
robots must be expanded. Robots need to be utilized in industry. Universities 
have the challenge of training future engineers, and technicians to accept and 
use robots. 
A robot can either be hydraulic or pneumatic or 11 combination of both. 
It is a device designed to duplicate human movements. All movements that a 
robot is expected to follow must be placed in a series of steps and then 
progx;ammed into the robot. The robot then duplicates the movements in an 
executive mode. Individuals that are able to program and use robots effecti·ve-
ly. are in high demand. This responsibility lien heavily on the Colleges and 
Universities. 
Faced with a new situation and a new education, approximately 25 Colleges 
and Universities across the United States are implementing a Robotics program 
of some sort, Morehead being such a University. This new technology provides a 










"I~DUSTRIAL RELATIONS, NEW.TECHNOLOGY, AND PRODUCTIVITY" 
Walter S. Taylor, III 
Vice President 
Ky. Electric Steel Co. 
P.O. Box 3500 
Ashland, KY 41101 
From the Industrial Relations viewpoint, robotics offer.pros and cons. 
A robot can work 24 hours a day; a robot can perform tedious, repetitive 
tasks; a robot can perform hazardous jobs; a robot requires no breaks, and 
is never late. Robots may replace certain classifications of human workers. 
·Anytime workers are replaced, the trade unions perceive this as a problem. 
The majority of contracts -that management has with union, have a clause or 
provision that allows the introduction of new technology. An Industrial 
Robot is a new technology. Management and labor must work together to im-
plement new technology and convey the message that increased profits and 
, 
productivity means more jobs, not less. 
The utilization of robots, will necessitate massive retraining. Indi-
viduals must be trained }n operations and maintenance of robots. The re-
training must begin immediately, or a 20th Century Industry will be maintained 
by 18th·Century people. Three types of retraining ~ust be considered and 
utilized. Industry should be responsible for in-house training, Colleges and 
·universities should be training individuals to apply and program robots, and 
Vocational Schools should be training in maintenance: of robots. 




Troy, MI 48084 
The interfacing of robots with the micro-processor or other machines 
has proven to be the most diffficult problem 1n robotic design and implement-
ation. When considering interfacing, the prE::Jent method of interfacing 
must be analyzed and all the alternatives anu methods must be flow-charted. 
To determine which method is most appropri at1 !'or the Company, the cost of 
the alternatives must be determined, aud all ·let ails mu~t be examined from 
human as well as technical standpoint. A co1 ~ultlint would be very useful 
for the above determinations. 
, 
The several types of equip1nt·nt tnu~;L L·· .. rJ11!'ij ,1(:1·.-:d und a decision as to 
which will be used, shoulJ Uc d1~tL·rrrii r1•.:d. ·:l;11~;i d1.:rnL] 0I1 should be given to 
the computer control-sequenc.:iug co11Lr·<>l ~; '· JdJWr:r· r't!riui r1.:ri11~rit.s, ty1Je of sensors, 
type of' signals to be generated, t-:Lc. /,.Ll 01' 1.ht:Se SIJt:Ci fications aid in 
"talking to 11 the robot u.n wt·1J u.:3 ~;i 1111.J i (·: lht·· prog1·ar.1111t:rs and technicians 
job. 
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"ROBOTS IN INDUSTRY" 
Jack Lohr 
Prab Robots, Inc. 
167 Dogwood 
Loveland,' OH 45140 
Robots are playing every role in industry imaginable, and will con-
tinue to fill positions uncomprehendible to man. Robots are not R2-D2 or 
CP-30 devices, but rather a "reprogrammable multifunctional manipulator 
designed to move material, parts, tools, or specialized devices, through 
variable programmed motions for the performance of a variety of tasks. 11 
·The Prab model 4200 Robot is such a device and is being used ex-
tensi vely in indust.ry. The Prab robot transfers a 90-pound tractor ring 
gear through several stages of production in a job that would be physically 
demanding for a human worker. The 4200 handles a motor stator in a solder 
dr.ipping application--one of the hot jobs now assigrwd to robots. The 
robot unloads a red-hot part from a heat treating furnace. The 4200 transfers 
a transmission case from a belt conveyor to an overhead J-hook monorail. 
The· robot reaches into a die-casting machine to remove a part. These are 
just a few of the applications of robots in inJustry and only the beginning. 
Robots must be implemented in industry in all phases, if Industry in United 
·-states hopes to compete with Japan. 
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"TRANSFER APPLICATIONS WITH UNIMATES & UNMANNED CELLS" 
Jim Murray 
Rockwell International 
708 Rockwell Road 
Winchester, KY 40391 
To compete with Japan, hard automation is a must. With hard automation, 
drilling, loading, pick & place, and spot-welding can be achieved. In all 
applications of robotics, there are four basic principles that must be.con-
sidered., The four principles are: 
1. All parts being presented, must be oriented in a fixed position. 
2. All machining chips must be controlled. 
3. All robots must be gauge controlled. 
4. Drills must be in the proper place, if dri.Jling is to occur. , 
In the case of utilizing unmanned cells, the following factors must 
be controlled. 
1. Tools to be used. 
2. Gauging to be used. 
3. Quality of the product is considered. 
•4. The safety factor must be kept in mind, if' the product is to be run unmanned. 
If an unmanned machining cell is used or not, depends on the application. 
In some cases it is difficult to use them, but it can be done, it must be done. 
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"THE IJIGH TECHNOLOGY ROI:OT & THE IBM MAHUFACTURING SYSTEM" 
Robert Heald 
IB~ Sales Engineer 
International Business Machines Corp. 
Dept. 9B7 /211 
P.O. Box 1328 
Boca Raton, FL 33432 
Of all the high technology robots currently being manufactured, the 
IBM RS-1 and the 7535, offer the most extensive software capabilities. The 
' RS-1 Manufacturing System is a programmable, multi-functional manupulator. 
It is suited for light assem Jly, fabrication, testing, and materials handling. 
The RS-1 consists of; a mani mlator, its uwn manufacturing language (Al-IL), 
systems··controller with keyb iard display stati'on & matrix printer, program-
' 
mable teach pendant, and hyd ·aulic pow..,r supply. '['he HS-1 is able to travel 
' the X, Y, Z axis, roll, pitcn, yaw, f:.: {~ripper. 
The '7535 Manufacturing _;yst,eu1 was. Jeuje;n1•J fur light ussernbly work and 
other tasks that require spe.:d and t'•·f"""Labi1ity. It is suited for automatic 
assembly, feed & insertion 01' ,.,tJ<l-shuj,•Jd pans, multiple point drilling, tapping, 
chamfering, multiple point s Jlderint~., ;;cr•:..'W Lit:htc:ning. It is also utilized· 
for assembling & inspecting inu..ny parts in pt·occss, for rttcki nt; products into 
cases, and loading & unloadiiig µu..rt.s on an 1..i.ut.ornuted production line. The 
7535 Manufacturing system co11sists ur a jointed arm struc-ture, and a control 







Office Products Division Plant 
740 New Circle Road 
Lexington, KY 40507 
The industry of today offers a wide variety of jobs that can easily be 
handled by robots. The most popular utilization is in the area of welding. 
Spot and arc welding robots are widely used in the United States and Japan, 
because of their accuracy, spee~, and efficiency. 
Another application of the robot is pick-and-place. The robot is used 
to move parts from one place to another. The pi.rts may be hot or cold. The 
robot may also be used to palletize and depalle1 ize parts. Parts may be 
heavy or light and fragile. 
' 
Other applications of robots in industry, 1,re as follows. A robot 
can be used to load and unload parts from produ,·tion and assembly machines. 
A robot can spray paint, as well. The spray nozzle is mounted on the robot's 
wrist. It can be used for machining operations. A robot can be utilized in 
inspection. This specific area. is a relatively new application. Vision 
sensors can be used to check for missing features o:r parts in assembly. In 
. the more complete system, actual measurements c1in be accomplished through 






Office Products Di vision Plant 
740 New Circle Road 
Lexington, KY 40507 
In computer interfaci!ng, there are two considerations. The input; 
the adapting of the devic;:e to the machine to provide data of instruction. 
The output; result of the input, causes a movement to happen as a result 
of the current or voltage applied. 
llhe,n communicating with a robot, it must be done in th•· computers 
languag'; with the use of a sensor. This communlcation is kllown as hwnan-
to-robot commmunication. It is vital if' interfacing is to pl'rf'orm its 
task. · Interfacing devices connect the robots to the outsid•· world, and 
, 
also connect the internal parts of the robot to its other iJ.ternal parts. 
There are three important areas to b" considered in rolotic design~ 
1. Robot thinking, or analyzing, processes, & •.equipment. 
2. The robotic mechanical equi.pment. 
3. The interfacing equipment. 
Ask thr~e questions before interfacing. What type of' sensors are to be used? 
What t~es of signals are to be generated? Are they direct interfacing 
signals?. 
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"THE LOW TECHNOLOGY ROBOT-PICK & PLACE APPLICATION" 
Max Vander Graaf 
Cameo· 
144 South Wolf Road 
Wheeling, IL 60090 
The Pick & Place robot is used to move parts, materials, or tools from 
one place.to another. It is one of the most common of the applications for 
robots. Parts may be heavy, light, fragile·, hot or cold. The robot may 
also employ sensory equipment to identify parts, especially on moving con-
veyors. 
There are several points to consider when utilizing the pick & place 
robot. 
l. The use of the pick & place robot. 
2. The orientation of the parts. 
3 •. ·Will it use magnetic, suction, or clumping? 
' 
4. What interlocks are required for the ~onveyors? 
5. What axis movement is' required for picking up the objects? 
There are several benefits with the pick & place robot. It eliminates 
the hot, heavy tedious jobs. It is faster than man on lifting heavy objects, 
and has a longer reach. It reduces damages to t'ragile parts, and eliminates 
the need for hoisting devices on heavy items. 
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"ECONOMIC RATIONALE FOR INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS" 
Richard Jinbo 
Morehead State University. 
Department of Industrial Education and Technology 
UFO 993 
Morehead, KY 40351 
If a robot is to be utilized in industry, its cost must be justified. 
A robot need not only be justified to the workers, but also to the cost 
accountants, and th"e personnel in ·the financial department. Before ration-
alization can take place, the cost of the robot must b<' considered. Other 
specifications to be considered are as follows: 
*l. purchase price *l. labor displaced 
2. special tooling 2. quality improvement 
3. installation costs. 3. increase in product~on 
4. maintenance of the robot 
5. finance-payback period 
6. return-on-investment 
7. operating power 
8. depreciation 
A formula can be used for the analysis of j ts justification. See attached 






P= tlie payback period in y~ars· 
I= the total capital investment 
required in robot & accessories 
L= total annual labor costs replaced 
by the robot 
E= maintenance cost for the robot 





Case l~-Single Shift 
, 
$55,000 
P= 24 ,000-3",000 
P= 2.62 years, 
I 
I 
Case 2--two shifts working 
L becomes. $48,ooo 
E rises to 5,000 
,$55 ,000 ' 
P= 48,ooo-5,ooo 
P= l.28 years 




P= the payback period'in years 
I= the total capital investment 
'L= annual lal;ior costs replaced 
by the robot 
E= annual expense of maintain-
ing the robot 
In this example: 
I= $55,000 
L= is at the rate of $12.00 
an hour, including fringe 
benefits 
E= is at the rate ·Of $1.30 hour 
There are 250 working days per year, 
containing either one or two eight 
hour shifts 
Case l--Single Shift 
$55,000 
P= 12(250 x 8)-1.3(250 x 8) 
P= 2.57 years 
Case 2--two shifts working 
$55 000 
P= 12(250 x l6)-1.3(250 x l6) 
P= 1. 29 years 




"UNIMATION-HIGH TECHNOLOGY ROBOT SYSTEM" 
Frank Ryan 
Sales Engineer 
C.H. Gosiger.Machinery Co. 
212 Eiler Avenue 
1 · .0. Box 14066 
Lou:iville, ICY 40214 
Two films were shown on the general, and the specific welding applications 
of the Unimation robot. The Unimation robot is utilized all over the world. 
Whether the robot is loading, unloading, stamp pressing, forging, die casting, 





"CURRICULUM AND TRAINING NEEDS IN INDUSTRIAL ROBOTICS" 
Dr. Robert E. Newton 
Head, Industrial Tech. & Ed. 
UFO 774 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Richard Switzer 
Micro bot 
453-H Ravendale Drive 
Mountain View, CA 94043 
Don Andreassen 
President 
DRT Marketing Group, Inc. 
433 Elmwood 
Troy, MI 48084 
Jim Murray 
Rockwell International 
708 Rockwell Road 
Winchester, KY 40391 
The Second Industrial Revolution, Robotics, has arrived. There is a 
great need for training and curriculum in the Industrial Robotics field. 
Companies that desire to hire employees with expertise in robotics are often 
disappointed when they must turn to robot manufacturers .for trained personnel. 
This dilemma is unnecessary, the robotics field must be persued by the , 
government, colleges, and universities. 
The massive training should begin at an early age, to rid society of the 
R2-D2 image of robots. As the students advance through the school system, 
exposure to robots and their uses, shou:"d be implemented. State-of-the-art 
techniques and a knowledge of productioll equipment should be implemented into 
Vocational-Technical Education. 
Arel's of specialized training in Robotics is a responsibility that lies 
heavily on the colleges and universitiei:. Morehead is considering a four-year 
course of study in robotics. A Bachelors degree, with an Area of Concentration 
in Industrial Technology, an option in l:obotics, and an emphasis in either 
60 
Applicat~on Engineering or Project Engineering. 
The: government also shares a responsibility in Robotics. If the United 
States is to become competitive with Japan, in manufacturing; government, 
industry, and education must work closely in Robotics and other forms of high 
technology automation to remain competitive with foreign imports. This is 
especially true in the automative field. 
Rockwell International, truck and axle division, Winchester, Kentucky 
has used robotics since the plant opened in 1968. Service and maintenance 
is a major factor.in the use of robotics. As industry begins to utilize more 
robotics, individuals trained in repair, maintenance, and reprogramming will 
be needed. Industry currently must do their own training. They had.much 
. 









Lebanon, OH 45036 
The concept of' Robots slowly changes as their capabilities advance in 
cpmplexity. Initially, robots were perceived as mechanical creatur~s·to be 
feared by man; their only goal to destroy and destruct mankind. .Later the 
attitude began to change with "The Tinman" and "I, robot", both created by 
Isaac Asimov. In the late "70's", and early 11 80 1 s", concept of robots, changed 
dramatically with the production of "Star.Wars", and "The Empire Strikes Back". 
Robots were now seen as helpful R2-D2 and CP-30 devices. 
To~ay the emphasis is placed on the Industrial Robot. Ba~ed on its many , 
applications in industry, their utilization will continue t.o grow. Robots 
are being used in all ·facets of industry for all types of jobs. They are 
used fo' welding, pick & place, machine loading & unloading,·spray painting, 
machine operation, assembly operation, and inspection. 
As our technology advances, so will the mtmy uses of robots. Equipment 
already in production will turn cable television into a two-way ·commmunication 
,,_ system across the country, enabling customers to pay bills, do shopping or 
even cot:1duct limited research from the family den. In the future, keeping the 
shelves stocked with food and other items, ·may be· as easy as a robot's direct 
computer communication with the supermarkets computerized robot. A robot's 
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,IX.: REPORT OF GRANT FUNDED BY THE FACULTY RESEARCH COMMITTEE 
Name of grant .recipient: Meade Stanley Roberts 
Department: Industrial Education and Technology, School of Applied Sciences · 
and Technology 
Title of research.: Design, Construction, and Operation of an Industrial 
1'ype Robot. 
Date of final report: September 1982. Date grant was funded: October 1981 
Amount for which grant was funded: $2,888.00 
Objectives of the research: 
Determine if a facsimile of an industrial robot can be designed and 
constructed in an instructional setting using available "off the shelf" 
technological devices. 
Research summary: 
A .robot like device was constructed using three stepping motors to 
manipulate a mechanical "arm" and "hand". This Research Robot is complete 
with a microswitch teach box, it operates in both the teach and execute mode 
and is .controlled by a Heath/Zenith microcomputer. Industrial Technology 
students, ·in a special class IET 399 Industrial Robotics, aided in the 
design and construction;". The robot, useful for teaching purposes, cannot 
be considere.d an industrial robot, it has slow speed, lacks yaw and roll 
capacity, and has low weight capacity. its .maximum motor speed 'is 247 steps 
· per second. This compared with several hundred to several thousand steps 
per second typical of industrial robots. 
' ' The building of an industrial robot required highly advanced knowledge 
and skills in programming, mechanical design, digital electronics, and 
74 
computer architecture. Its design and construction requires a team 
' 
approach. 
Improved robots are now being constructed using concepts developed 
in this research specificly a Welding Robot and an Assembler Robot. 
Industry has expressed an interest in commercially producing the Assembler 
Robot. 
Final use of project results: 
The Research Robot will be used as a teaching aid and it will be 
operated and displayed at schools and conventions. 
The Research Robot was demonstrated at the Industrial Robotics Con-
ference held at Morehead State University June 14, 15, and 16, 1982. 
Research results will be submitted to "Robotics Age" and "School Shop" 




REPORT OF GRANT FUNDED 
BY THE FACULTY RESEARCH COMMITTEE 
Na111e of grant recipient: 
Meade Stanley Roberts 
Department: Ind. Educ. and Technology School: Applied Sciences & Technology 
Title of research: Design, Construction, and Operation of an Industrial Type Robot 
Date of final report: September, 1982 
(Mo./Yr.) 
Amount for which grant was funded: 
Date grant was funded: October, 1981 
· (Mo./Yr.) 
$2,888.oo 
Use the space below for a single-spaced abstract of approximately 100 words. This should be a 
narrative summary of the final report of your grant. 
Objectives of the Research: Determine if a facsimile of an industrial robot can be designed 
and constructed in an instructional setting using available "off the shelf" 
technological devices. 
Research Summary: A robot like device was constructed using three stepping motors to 
manipulate a mechanical "arm" and "hand". This Research Robot is complete with a 
microswitch teach box, it operates in both the teach and execute mode and is 
controlled by a Heath/Zenith microcomputer. Industrial Technology students, in a 
special class IET 399 Industrial Robotics, aided in the design and construction. 
The robot, useful for teaching purposes, cannot be considered an industri.al robot, 
it has slow speed, lacks yaw and roll capacity, and has low weight capacity. Its 
maximum.motor speed is 247 steps per second. This compared with several hundred to 
several thousand steps per second typical of industrial robots. The building of an 
industrial robot required highly advanced knowledge and' skills in programming, 
mechanical design, digital electronics, and computer architecture. I"f<s design and 
F . I f · I · b . • •• see back. - . ma use o pro1ect resu ts, e.g., Where was 1t pu fished? .At what professional meeting was it 
presented? How was it disseminated to the ·academic or regional community? 
, The Research Robot will be used as a teaching a.id and it will be operated and 
displayed at schools and conventions. 
The Research Robot was demonstrated at the Industrial Robotics Conference held 
at Morehead State University, June 14, 15, and 16, 1982. Research results will be 
submitted to "Robotics Age" and "School Shop" for publication consideration. 
Research Summary Continued ..• 
construction requires a team approach. 
Improved robots are now being constructed using concepts developed in 
this research specifically a Welding Robot and an Assembler Robot. Industry 
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